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Logical Reasoning
&

Analytical Ability



1 Questions and Statements

In such type of test, a question is given
followed by two statements. You have to find out
that which statements is/are sufficient to answer
the question ?

Example—Question—Who is brother of B ?
Statement—I. B is brother of A.

II. B’s father is husband of A’s
mother.

Give Answer—
(A) If only statement I is sufficient to answer

the question.
(B) If only statement II is sufficient to

answer the question.
(C) If either I or II alone is sufficient to

answer the question.
(D) If both statement I and II are not

sufficient to answer the question.
(E) If both statement I and II are sufficient to

answer the question.
Answer with Explanation (D)—From the

statement I, B is brother of A hence A may be
brother of B and A may be sister of B. Therefore,
statement I is not sufficient to answer the question
from the statement II, B’s father is husband of A’s
mother. Hence, A and B are the children of single
parents, but it is not certain that A is daughter or
son. Therefore, statement II is also not sufficient
to answer the question.

Beside this if we combine both the statements,
still there is no answer for the question. Therefore,
option ‘D’ is our answer.

Exercise
Directions—(Q. 1–32) Each question consists

of two statements I and II given below it. You
have to find out all possible combinations which
could be sufficient for answering a question. Read
both the statements—

Give Answer—
(A) If only statement I is sufficient to answer

the question.

(B) If only statement II is sufficient to
answer the question.

(C) If either I or II alone is sufficient to
answer the question.

(D) If both the statements I and II are
sufficient to answer the question.

(E) If both the statements I and II are not
sufficient to answer the question.

1. Lal is taller than Nand. Jim is taller than
Herry. Who is the tallest of them ?

Statement— I. Jim is taller than Nand.

II. Lal is taller than Harry.

2. In our school how many students of class V
are there, who play chess ?

Statement— I. No girl likes to play chess.

II. There are 40 students in
Class V.

3. Jay is 10th student in the class. How many
students are in class.
Statement— I. His friends rankes 58 in that

class which is the last rank.
II. Jay ranks 49th from the

opposite end (another end).

4. What is Tomar’s age ?

Statement— I. Tomar could not appear in
the last examination. He is
two months short than the
required age which is 18
years.

II. He will be able to cast his
vote this year and the
minimum age for voting is
18 years.

5. How many brothers does Ramu have ?

Statement— I. Ramu’s    father   has   three
children.

II. Ramu has two sisters.
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6. Who is the tallest in five friends ?
Statement— I. D is taller than A and C.

II. B is shorter than E but taller
than D.

7. At what time did the train depart ?
Statement— I. Generally the train departs

at right time.
II. The scheduled departure

time is 14 : 30.
8. When will be Chandra’s birthday this year ?

Statement— I. It occurs between 11 and 13
February.
(Thursday occurs on 11
February)

II. It     does    not    occur    on
Saturday.

9. How many students of science got more than
60% marks ?
Statement— I. 35% from all the students

got 60% marks.
II. The students who got 60%

marks     are    55%    from
science.

10. How many matches will be played between A
and B in this competition ?
Statement— I. A   has   already   won   3

matches against B.

Simultaneously it has also
won the competition after
winning 3rd match.

II. Fifth match will be played
next week.

11. What is relation between D and A ?

Statement— I. B is brother of A.
II. B is son of D.

12. How many times is Utpal heavier than Vilas ?

Statement— I. Vilas’s    weight   is   65
kilogram.

II. Amar’s  weight  is  10  kg
more than utpal’s weight.

13. In which year was Subhash born ?

Statement— I. In 1989 Subhash’s mother
was 44 years old.

II. Subhash was born 3 years
after his mother’s marriage.

14. What is Ashok’s height ?

Statement— I. Pranab’s height is 5′9" and
he is 4" taller than Ashok.

II. Vikash is 3′′ shorter than
Pranab.

15. In the game of playing cards there are four
members, who is C’s partner ?

Statement— I. D is sitting opposite to A.

II. B is sitting in the the right
of A and in the left of C.

16. On which day of January Suhas departed to
Germany ?

Statement— I. Suhas has passed 10 years
in Germany till now.

II. Suhas’s friend Anil departed
to Germany on 15 Feb. and
he accompanied Suhas 20
days after Suhas’s arrival.

17. On which day Robin met an accident ?

Statement— I. Robin  left  hospital  on
Saturday 3 days after the
accident.

II. Robin was going on Scooter
on Monday.

18. In which year Rahul was born ?

Statement— I. Rahul is 25 year younger
than his mother.

II. Rahul’s brother who was
born in 1964 is 35 year
younger than his mother.

19. What is monthly salary of Srikant ?

Statement— I. Srikant gets 15% more than
Subodh while Subodh get
10% less than Prabhat.

II. Prabhat’s monthly salary is
Rs. 2500.

20. How long did a man travel  on  a  particular
day ?
Statement— I. His  average  was  160 km /

day in last 10 days.
II. He walked 8 hours with an

average speed of 20 kms.

21. A, B and C left a cinema hall and they forgot
the bag. Who forgot the bag there ?
Statement— I. When  they  were  entering

into the cinema hall B did
not have any bag.

II. C had his own bag when
they came out from the
cinema hall.
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22. Of three buildings, which is the lowest ?
Statement— I. All   buildings   follow  the

rules   formed   by   the
corporation.

II. Of these two buildings have
similar height.

23. What is the weight of a person ?
Statement— I. If the weight of this person

is not included the average
weight of the group
decreases 2 kg while their
average weight was 30 kg.

II. The weight of this person
and his friend is 87 kg.

24. How many cubes of ice can pervade in a
vessel whose capacity is 80 C.C. ?
Statement— I. The     length,    width    and

height of ice cube is 1/2 cm.
II. 640 cubes of ice occupy

320 C.C.
25. What was the total sale of the company ?

Statement— I. The   company   sold   8000
piece to A @ 25/- per piece.

II. This company does not
manufacture any other
product.

26. What is Raju’s age ?
Statement— I. Raju, Vimala and Kishore

belong to same age group.
II. The sum of the age of

Vimala,   Kishore   and
Abhishek   is   32   and
Abhishek’s age is equal to
the sum of Vimala and
Kishore’s age.

27. What is the quantity of the exported rose
apple of Jhandoba ?

Statement— I. 80,000 ton of Jamun has
been exported to America
from Jhandoba which is
10% of the total export of
Jamun.

II. The export of Jamun is
12·5% against the targeted
export   1·9   ton   from
Jhandoba.

28. Which will be 14th day of a month ?

Statement— I. The last day of that month
is Wednesday.

II. The third Saturday of that
month fell on 17th.

29. Is Shridar capable to get entrance in a
company ?
Statement— I. Company does not permit

the   entrance   of   any  un-
known person.

II. All the workers are capable
to get entrance.

30. What is the reason that most of the musicans
are muslims ?
Statement— I. Besides Muslim religion no

one of the other religions
encouraged the fine art.

II. Muslim did not study in the
western style.

31. Why did Indian Scientists not progress in any
field ?
Statement— I. Indian Scientist did not get

the facilities for advanced
scientific experiments.

II. Indian Scientist thinks that
the knowledge of western
scientific    progress    is
sufficient for the progress
of any country.

32. Does coffee drinking cause the headache ?
Statement— I. The    stimulating   of   pan-

crease causes headache.
II. Coffee     contains    caffein

which stimulates pancrease
much.

Directions—(Q. 33–37) In the followings
each question followed by two statement I and II
are given. You have to ascertain that the
information given in the statement is sufficient or
not.  Read  carefully  both  the  statements  and
answer—

(A) If the information given in statement I is
sufficient to answer the question whereas the
information given in statement II is not sufficient
to answer the question.

(B) If the information given in the statement
II is sufficient to answer the question whereas the
information given in the statement I is not
sufficient to answer the question.

(C) If either the information given in the
statement I or in II is not sufficient to answer the
question.
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(D) If both the information given in the
statements I and II are not sufficient to answer the
question.

(E) If both the information given in the
statement I and II are sufficient to answer the
question.
33. In which direction is Shashidhar facing ?

Statement— I. Early morning, Shashidhar
was standing on the ground
in front of an effigy. The
shadow of the effigy was
ap-pearing towards the right
side of Shashidhar.

II. Early morning Shashidhar
was standing on the ground,
when he turned towards the
left.    The    shadow    was
appearing behind him.

34. Who teaches History from P, Q, R, S & T ?
Statement— I. From them, each teaches

only one subject Q teaches
Maths whereas T Teaches
Science. P or R does not
teach Geography. S or P
does not teach English.

II. T and R are the teachers of
Science and English. P is
the teacher of Math.

35. Facing towards the South, who is just left to
Ramakant in a row of the boys ?

Statement— I. Suresh  is  just  right  of
Chandrakant and he is
fourth  to  the  left  of
Ramakant.

II. Suresh is third to the left of
Ramakant and Naresh is
second to the left of Suresh.

36. Among the six friends A, B, C, D, E and F
who got the maximum marks ?
Statement— I. B got fewer marks than A

and F but not fewer than C,
D and E.

II. F did not get more marks
than B but not as A.

37. What will the position of hour’s hand in the
clock at 7.30 P.M. ?
Statement— I. English    alphabets     are

placed in the dial of clock
in place of number.

II. The position of hour’s hand
is on P at 7 P.M.

Direction—(Q. 38–42) In each of the follow-
ing given questions there is a question followed by
two statements I and II are given. You have to
find out that the information given in the
statements is sufficient to answer or not. Read
both the statements.

Give Answer—
(A) If only statement I is sufficient to answer

the question.
(B) If only Statement II is sufficient to answer

the question.
(C) If either I or II alone is sufficient to

answer the question.
(D) If both the Statements I and II are

sufficient to answer the question.
(E) If both the Statements I and II are not

sufficient to answer the question.
38. What is the meaning of ‘come’ in a coded

language ?
Statement— I. The meaning of ‘pit na ja’

is ‘come and go’ in that
coded language.

II. The meaning of ‘na dik sa’
is ‘you may go’ in that
coded language.

39. What does the relation P have with M ?
Statement— I. P is brother of K and T.

II. T is daughter of Q and
sister of M’s daughter.

40. Who  is  the  tallest  amongst  M, T, R, K and
Q ?
Statement— I. T is taller than R, M and Q

but shorter than K.
II. R is shorter than T and M

but taller than Q.
41. In which direction is D from P ?

Statement— I. S is in the South from P
which is in the West of D.

II. P and R is in a straight line
and R is in the South from
D.

42. In which month of the year Mohan was born ?
Statement— I. Mohan was born in the

winter.
II. Mohan was born exactly

after 14 month of his sister,
birth and she was born in
the month of October.
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Answers with Explanation
1. (D) Lal > Nand …(i)

Jim > Harry …(ii)
We cannot determine the exact answer even
after considering both the statements.

2. (D) Both the statements can not derive any
conclusion.

3. (B) According to II statement, the number of
all the students

= (10 + 49) – 1
= 58

4. (A) Tomar’s age = 17 years 10 month.

5. (E) Ramu’s father has three children in which
two are sisters. Clearly, Ramu is the only son
in the family. Thus, we can say, Ramu has no
brother.

6. (E)

7. (D) From the Statement I, train Generally
leaves at the right time but it is not clear that
the train always leaves at right time. It might
be possible that the train would not have left
at right time. Hence, Statement II is not
sufficient to answer.

8. (A) From the Statement I, clearly, it is 12
February.

9. (D) 10. (E)

11. (D) From the Statements, it is not mentioned
that A and D are male or female.

12. (D) There is no relation among Utpal and
Vilas’s weight.

13. (D) ‘In which year, Shuhas’ mother married,
it is not clear.

14. (A) Ashok’s height is 5′ 9′′ – 4′′ = 5′ 5′′.

15. (C) 16. (D) 17. (A) 18. (E) 19. (E)

20. (B) 21. (E) 22. (D)

23. (A) The average weight of 21 persons
including the new person = 30 kg

Total weight = 21 × 30
= 620 kg

Average weight of 20 persons excluding the
person = 28 kg
∴ Total weight = 28 × 20

= 560 kg

Weight of new person = 620 – 560
= 60 kg

24. (C) 25. (E)

26. (E) In Statement II, Vimala + Kishore +
Abhishek = 32

Abhisek = Vimala + Kishore
∴ Vimala + Kishore = 16
∴ The age of Raju, Vimala and Kishore is the
same. Hence, the age of Raju is 8 years.

27. (C) 28. (B) 29. (D) 30. (A) 31. (A)
32. (E)

33. (C) From Statement I, since, the shadow of
effigy is appearing towards the right side of
Shashidhar and the shadow of any object
appears towards the West direction in every
morning, hence the direction of right side of
Shashidhar was West. Hence, Shashidhar was
facing towards South.
From Statement II, the shadow was appearing
in the West when Shashidhar turned towards
left, it means that his left is East. Hence,
Shashidhar was facing towards South.
Thus, we can say that the information given
in Statement I or II is sufficient to answer.

34. (A) From Statement I—
P—History
Q—Mathematics
R—English
S—Geography
T—Science

Hence, History is taught by P.
From Statement II,
History is taught either by Q or R, hence, the
information given in Statement I is sufficient
to answer.

35. (B) From Statement I

Ramakant

Right Left

Suresh Chandrakant

(Facing towards South)
Hence, we  cannot  determine  who  is right of
Ramakant.
From Statement II,

Ramkant

Right Left

SureshNaresh

Hence, Naresh is sitting left of Ramakant.
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